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POINT CLOUD MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES IN CULTURAL HERITAGE DOCUMENTATION

Heritage BIM on the Move

In a system termed 'historical BIM', building information modelling (BIM) is becoming a useful approach in the documentation and enhancement of historical structures. It is not easy to convert point clouds into a 3D model since the buildings concerned often have very irregular geometry. Therefore, more semi-automatic parameterisation tools are needed. Portable, user-navigable HBIM databases offer interesting potential to broaden the use of cultural heritage information, as this article shows.

Historical building information modelling (HBIM) can be defined as a semantic-aware database of historical buildings, in which the geometric model is connected to descriptive multi-source information. Historical buildings are usually examples of stratified artefacts with non-regular and complex geometry, unlike modern constructions which commonly have regular geometry. Reality-based spatial data from advanced geomatics 3D modelling techniques can provide an accurate reproduction of those buildings, with all the information connected, although the heterogeneous characterising shapes are a big challenge when modelling the geometry. Most of the time these shapes have to be remodelled manually, since effective automatic recognition is not yet sufficiently developed. The aims, structure and scale – and thus the expected level of detail of the model – greatly influence the approach to data acquisition (sensors, accuracy) as well as data processing.

Shape Modelling

Architectural shapes – surfaces (planes, curves or extrusion), volumes and complex objects – have to be recognised and segmented from the raw 3D data to be embedded in the HBIM. Geometric shape modelling is based on: 1) manually modelling volumes and shapes from scratch; 2) making cross sections and surface extrusion using semi-automatic procedures; and 3) automatically fitting primitives to the point clouds through feature extraction. The choice depends on the feasible level of parameterisation for each individual element.

The first step in the BIM structuring workflow is the modelling of shapes. The next step is the semantic modelling: recognition and categorisation of objects. The final step is the modelling of relationships between objects. One area of interest in the geomatics field is the availability of effective tools for the acquisition of suitably dense point clouds. Also high on the research agenda are processing algorithms for the geometric modelling and model segmentation, without the loss of non-metric information closely connected to the geometry of the artefact.

Besides the from-scratch shaping, an as-built point-cloud-based model could be made from several types of objects. Standard objects comparable to simple shapes (regular floors or walls) can be easily identifiable by algorithms implemented into modelling tools using commercial software. Complex objects (columns, frames, niches, mouldings, pilasters, stucco, roofs) require local modelling to define parametric rules from adapting constraints on metric data by processing the point cloud. When custom libraries are inadequate, local objects (irregular shells, vaults, ornaments) should be designed, making use of ad-hoc feature extraction and adaptive complex surfaces with B-rep algorithms or via non-uniform rational basis splines.
One example comes from a historical building in Turin, Italy: Valentino Castle, headquarters of the Architecture Department of Politecnico di Torino (see Figure 1). The HBIM model was conceived for the ground floor of the Hall of Columns. An integrated 3D survey was performed using Lidar and close-range photogrammetry. With the output, a historical model based on the optimised point cloud was calculated and parameterised. This point cloud has been segmented into architectural elements that have different shape-recognition difficulties. For example, the walls and floor were easily identifiable by fitting algorithms; the columns and frames could be modelled as parametric local families. However, since standard vault creation has not been effective in BIM platforms, creation of the vaults needed an ad-hoc modelling approach. This was realised by the extraction of the groins starting from cross sections of the vault surface. The final HBIM structure included all the architectural elements.

**Portable Navigable Databases**

The 3D BIM models facilitate information sharing and ongoing updates. Moreover, BIM databases on portable devices offer very interesting potential for an applied use of models in the building conservation domain. A user-oriented model can be useful to analyse the building with the information ex-post (highly detailed model). It can also be utilised to create and adjust the building information model directly on site in real time during the conservation and restoration phase. That entails a less specific and more convenient model since a lower level of detail (LoD) is required. To optimise and pre-process for the desired LoD, it is necessary to differentiate and pre-determinate models from 3D surveys – for both the structure and the embedded information. Figure 2 shows a portable and navigable HBIM model of the town of Pollenzo (the ancient Roman city of Pollentia in northern Italy). After the 3D metric documentation by integrated terrestrial and aerial sensors, the model is navigable and queryable on a tablet, for instance.

The advantages of portability and the ease of information sharing encourage the use of HBIM models in a wider community. It is possible to generate models for specific applications including: museum installations and popularisation projects; for specialists in architecture, restoration and structural engineering; for 3D (city) GIS; and also for immersive virtual reality (VR) / augmented reality (AR) experiences.

**Building Information Modelling**

Building information modelling is an ‘intelligent’ approach in design workflow. Thanks to the additional information stored in the shared BIM database platform, it differs from common 3D modelling by facilitating multidimensional control. Today, the prefix ‘multi’ means seven dimensions: 3D + time + cost + sustainability + facility management. Historical building information modelling can be defined as a semantic-aware database regarding historical buildings, in which the geometric model is connected to descriptive multi-source information.

The workflow for HBIM projects starts with data acquisition from various different sensors according to the context requirements and the expected outputs. Then, the surveyed point clouds have to be pre-processed and reduced with various systems and dedicated software, and perhaps adapted for segmentation using automatic or semi-automatic object recognition into a BIM platform. Furthermore, elements will be modelled and converted into an approximation of reality according to parametric rules, so it is possible to adapt each instance of the model. Finally, the shapes and the identities of objects must be linked by accurate and solid relationships according to the semantic definition of entities. From that moment, the model is ready to be explored with other information for analysis and monitoring over time. Nevertheless, the manual generation of 3D models connected to as-built BIM is complex and time-consuming. Since the costs and skills for processing the data mean that this approach is not sustainable, more automatic or semi-automatic tools for parameterisation of metric and non-metric information are needed.

BIM platforms offer dedicated embedded tools or plug-ins: 3D modellers, viewers, analysers. They assist in point cloud optimisation and processing in order to produce geometric modelling, feature extraction and parameterisation in heritage buildings. Some commercial ones include ArchiCad BIMx by Graphisoft, Scan-to-BIM by IMAGINiT, Revit by Autodesk, BIM360 by Autodesk, Recap by Autodesk, PONITSENSE by FARO, Leica CloudWorx, Green Spider, Bentley MicroStation V8i and Tekla Structures. Some open-source alternatives are Edificius, Tekla BIMsight and Autodesk Navisworks Freedom by IMAGINiT.
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